**FOOTBALL RESULTS**

Crimson Overcomes Tech Booters: 2-1

Though playing one of its best games of the season, the Tech soc- ker team was defeated Wednesday afternoon 2-1 at Briggs Field. The game was even all the way with the strong Harvard offense finally overcoming the Tech defense. With both teams playing good sound soccer and most of the action taking place on the middle of the field, both teams failed to score in the first quarter. In the second quarter, the Harvard center for- ward got off one of his special turn- and-shoot boots, which sailed beyond the reach of Tech’s goalie Bree S Sanderson. But once again the Beaver defense stiffened and the game was to be replayed Sunday, November 3, 1947. Eliminated from Tournament by virtue of two defeats.

**HOTEENANNY!!!**

WOODY GUTHRIE...THE WOODIES OF BOSTON W.B.C. Sports Center...BETTY SANDERS...INTERNATIONAL POLKISTE...CHARLOTTE ANNE...BARTON POLKISTE...JOE JORDAN...NOVEMBER 1ST...SATURDAY...8:15 P.M.

**ADAGIO**

**ORCHESTRAS**

**STUDENT HOUSE 1, TAlpha Epsilon Pi i Theta Delta Chi Lambda Chi Phi 7, Phi Beta Epsi- lon 7, Phi Mu Delta 26, Westwooddale 0

Friday, October 31, 1947

**FRESHMEN TAKE NATIONAL CROWN**

In Team Sailing

Individual Laurels Captured by Harvard

With Tech Second

Tech’s freshmen skippers garnered 170-points total to capture the team crown of the National Probes Daygill Championships sailed on the Charles River Basin last weekend. Harvard, whose Frat Fraternity named the Engineer Bob Kilmer for individual laurels, was second with 123 points. With the first five teams finish- ing within an eight-point range, the C.Y.R.A. Star Class Championship at New London, also a weekend event, went to Harvard skippers Owen Terry and Hilary Stark for the second straight year; while Ted’s Fred Blatt took third.

Third event of the busy C.Y.R.A. weekend, the twelfth Brown Poo Regatta, was copied by the host Essex sailors, winners of the Danmark Trophy earlier in the ses- son. Technology trailed Brown. Coast Guard and Harvard to acro- nym fourth place.

Tomorrow and Sunday will mark the climax of the Fall racing sea- son when M.I.T. plays host to a fine college team, competing in the Seventh Annual Poo Open In- division. Regates for the Corinthian N. Schell Trophy. Sailing on substantial wands on the opening day but with only noisy-like gauss on Sunday, the team of Bob Richardson and Howard Pavillie voted to victory over the two-college field to bring Technol- ogy its third team championship in the nationwide post-inauguration of the event in 1941.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist

Thursday, November 3rd, 11:00 A.M.

PINEAPPLE HOUSE INC., M. I.

**WOODIES OF BOSTON W.B.C. Sports Center**

**BEAUTIFUL BALLADIST**

JORDAN HALL -- NOVEMBER 1ST -- SATURDAY...8:15 P.M.

Tickets...3.75, $1.20, $1.80, $2.20 at T.C.A. or RANSFORD ADAMS SCHOOL, 519 Portland St., Boston, Tel. CAP. 4035

**The Three Suns--swinging around**

Harry Dunn

Al Nevin
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